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Israel and the World at the Dawn of 2014
Report of a New Year's Listening Post
Encouraging The Reflective Citizen
Part 1. THE SHARING OF PREOCCUPATIONS AND EXPERIENCES.
In this part of the Listening Post participants were invited to identify,
contribute, and explore their experience in their various social roles, be
those in work, unemployed, or retired; as members of religious, political,
neighbourhood or voluntary or leisure organisations, or as members of
families and communities. This part was largely concerned with what
might be called, ‘the stuff of people’s everyday lives’, that relating to
the ‘socio’ or ‘external’ world of participants.
Part 2. IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR THEMES
In Part Two, the aim was collectively to identify the major themes
emerging from Part One. From several presented these have been
drawn together under the following interrelated themes:
Background
The Listening Post meeting took place 3 days after the death of Ariel
Sharon. He was a very controversial Israeli politician and general, who
served as the 11th Prime Minister of Israel until he was incapacitated by
a stroke 8 years ago. The Israeli media was extremely preoccupied with
Sharon when his condition deteriorated some ten days before his
death and the media coverage was excessive.
Nine people attended. These nine included the previous chairperson of
Ofek and also the present and incoming chairperson. There were six
Ofek members out of the nine present. Notably the evening was
conducted in English rather than Hebrew which begs the question of
how representative this group of people can be of Israeli society. The
evening was lively, the discussion animating and a seemingly good
time was had by all.
Theme 1: Connection, virtual, real, hyper connectedness, anonymity,
living in bubble
There was discussion about what constituted connection. There was
also ambivalence around this with the feeling that connection could
be prison like and suffocating. Distance leads to longing for connection
but actual connection results in friction and sparks. Questions were
raised as to the degree of connection each person felt to society and

country. For one person “Sharon’s death left her cold” but others felt
some nostalgia. There was a sense of living in a bubble yet feeling very
connected at the same time. The tension between the need for
separation as required for creativity and the idealization of connection
as necessary for achievement was expressed. There was a feeling of
great connectedness to the world and yet very little discussion is being
conducted with the world.
Theme 2: Death, illness, sleepiness, chaos, atrocities, escapes from
reality, vibrancy, birth
The opening of discussion was the sharing of a dream of Israel being ill
or suffering from cancer. Obesity was felt to be a worldwide illness
orchestrated by manipulative and opaque multinational companies.
Drug companies help define illness for financial gain like the vastly
different apparent prevalence of learning disabilities requiring the
amphetamine related drug “Ritalin”. Falling asleep in a movie was a
form of escape from the very difficult reality of living with and
controlling with violence enemies who want the destruction of Israel. At
the same time there were many associations with life, vibrancy and
birth in Israeli society. This discussion was tempered with other examples
of aggressive marketing in an attempt to sell to already deceased
parents. Another example raised was Government benefits still being
sent to parents for a child already dead but whose death certificate
had been lost.
Theme 3: Birthright, belonging, entitlement, genes, bureaucracy
An attendee described the Kafkaesque situation where her cleaning
lady from Congo and her husband had both received full refugee
status here in Israel but regarding their children had to pay privately for
genetic testing in order to prove their first degree relative status. Does
being born in Israel confer citizenship automatically? Being born as a
Jew may differ to being born to non-Jewish residents. One of the
present described the process that a friend's daughter, a 17 year old
non Jewish woman resident, went through while applying for
replacement identification papers. The fact that she is not Jewish is
discernable from her papers for anyone who is familiar with the regular
format.
There was discussion of what five year olds in Palestinian refugee
camps currently answer when asked where they are from; they may
say Safed despite the fact that their family left Safed some 65 years
ago. The issue of biometric passports was discussed and the fact that
today most authorities know intimate details of all their citizens. Our
online presence today makes for the end of privacy as we use to know
it. A member described how wonderful it was to visit New York and feel
that no one knew her there.

Who has the right to be critical? Is this right only conferred to those who
belong or those who are full citizens? It was raised that maybe only a
fat person has the legitimacy to describe himself or herself as fat.
Part 3. ANALYSIS AND HYPOTHESIS FORMATION
In this part of the Listening Post the members were working with the
information resulting from Parts 1 & 2, with a view to collectively
identifying the underlying dynamics both conscious and unconscious
that may be predominant at the time; and, developing hypotheses as
to why they might be occurring at that moment. Here the members
were working more with what might be called their ‘psycho’ or
‘internal’ world. Their collective ideas and ways of thinking that both
determine how they perceive the external realities and shape their
actions towards them.
Hypothesis-Israel and Israelis feel and behave as if they are in a bubble
geographically and metaphorically.
As a result of perceived threats from illegal immigrants, vocal political
minorities and commercial monopolies Israel and Israelis have
withdrawn into a bubble. This happens on an individual basis and also
on a societal and national level. The bubble despite feeling suffocating
leads to feelings of connection and protection within but at the same
time it also leads to disconnection and alienation to the outside world.
Within this fragile womb like bubble there are opportunities to heal and
grow but paradoxically also to decay from lack of connection to the
outside. Despite this or maybe because of this Israel is a creative
society which contributes many innovations to the world. Another
feature of this bubble is its permeability, its ability to draw in new
immigrants while allowing some of its disillusioned citizens to move to
other countries.
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